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Humour Formulas
How I Write Funny



Introduction

• This session runs through my process for writing copy and some of the common devices I 
use when writing.

• The key is all in the structure. 

• The setup is as important as the punchline.

• You get a sense for the rhythm with practice.



The Writing Process
My simple writing routine



The process

• First draft

• Meditate / go for a walk / don’t write

• Write down ideas

• Review copy. Find humour opportunities

• Meditate / go for a walk / don’t write

• Edit again



First draft

• If you have an idea for what you want to write, start writing.

• If you don’t, start writing anyway. Anything.

• Don’t edit typos. Don’t edit anything. STOP!

• Keep writing.

• Keep writing.

• Keep writing.

• … You get the picture.



Do ‘nothing’

• Step away from the keyboard

• Go for a walk. Meditate. Have a bath. Go do ‘nothing’.

• Ideas may come to you. Note them down. 



Review draft

• Add any ideas you have to the end of your draft.

• Review your copy and see where you can change the structure of your sentences to add 
humour. 

• Can you add a triple? Or a reverse? Or a funny word? Or something else?

• Open thesaurus.com. Can you improve your word choice?



Making Funny
How I make otherwise boring copy entertaining



Cold email example

• My friend is a musician and wanted to book a gig at a venue in London.

• He told me about his band. They’re unusual!

• I told him to create a fake poster and I’d work on the copy. 







Promo post example

• I wanted to promote my free guide on humour writing.

• I needed an amusing title.

• I needed to the post itself to be distinct and amusing and to persuade people to check the 
guide out.

• All you need is a few simple tricks to add levity to an otherwise boring post.



Understatement

Edited cliché

Ambiguous (Wordplay)

Incongruence
Inference 
Triple

Funny Word
Playful Assumption

Absurd Inference



PR campaign example

• I needed to get PR coverage for my client.

• I had full creative reign to do anything I want.

• I knew I could create something ‘extreme’ to get attention.

• I created an over the top, brutally honest job advert. This uses understatement, 
exaggeration, specificity and incongruence.







Cold email to PR Directors

• I needed to get the attention of PR and communications directors.

• I know these contacts would recognise the press release format, so I created a self 
referential parody press release. A press release about the very press release I was 
sending them.

• I used the structure of a press release, and added in various humour formulas.



Triple - Absurdity

Words in their mouth

Figurative/Literal

Funny word
Words in their mouth
Edited cliché

Immediate retraction



Sales letter example

• I had to write a sales letter that proved I could write funny.

• I created an over the top, ‘anti-hype’ sales letter that replaced ‘hype’ with brutal honesty.

• I wrote it over a period of a few days, adding more humour and editing the existing copy 
to deliver more funny lines.

• The next few slides look at a few parts of the sales letter and reveals the humour 
formulas and devices used.

















Parody software advert

• I created this just for fun. It was to vent after being annoyed at a client with an 
overzealous ‘brand police’ department.

• They are the clear ‘target’ of the humour.

• I’ve taken their role, and made it into a terrifying piece of software. 

• It uses the structure of an advert to lampoon the target of my humour.
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